Follow the 4 steps below to print this
sheet to find the size of your cane.
STEP 1 - Remove the rubber tip from your walking cane.

Helpful info to take off a rubber tip that is difficult to remove...
1. Put the cane upside down and use a turning motion to twist the cane tip off. 2. Use a hair dryer to heat
up the rubber material to make it softer. 3. Use something like a heavy duty paperclip to break suction seal
between tip and cane shaft. Be careful not to scratch cane shaft.

STEP 2 - Print this page with the correct printer settings

You must confirm that the printer settings are correct so that this page will print to its actual size. Depending
on your computer or operating system the setting name will be different. Look for one of the names below or
something similar and make sure it is either set to NONE, OFF, or 100%. Also confirm that “Scale to Fit” is
not selected.

SCALE TO FIT
PAGE SCALING
FIT TO PRINTABLE AREA
SCALING

STEP 3 - Use a quarter to Confirm Size
of printed page.

STEP 4 - Match the end of your cane shaft
to the circles below

Place a quarter on this quarter image to confirm the size
matches. Once size is confirmed proceed to STEP 4

Make sure the dotted lines touch exactly to the sides
of your cane.(Do not purchase cane accessories
larger or smaller than measured size of cane)

Please NOTE: Make sure to measure the cane shaft with the cane tip removed
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